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 ;r�u = 0 ; in 
 ;u = 0 ; on @
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1386 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUand the momentum equation in (1.1) becomesat + (u � r)u+r�@t�� 1Re4�+ p� = 1Re4a :(1.3)If we require that @t�� 1Re4� = �p ;(1.4)we obtain the gauge formulation of NSE:8>><>>: at + (u � r)u = 1Re4a ; in 
 ;4� = �r�a ; in 
 ;u = a +r� ; in 
 :(1.5)One of the main advantages of gauge formulation is that � is a non-physicalvariable, so we have the freedom to assign boundary condition for �. As pointedout in [6], corresponding to the no-slip boundary condition u = 0 on @
, we canprescribe either@�@n = 0 ; a�n = 0 ; a�� = �@�@� ; on @
 ;(1.6)or � = 0 ; a�n = � @�@n ; a�� = 0 ; on @
 ;(1.7)where n is the normal vector and � is the unit tangent vector. The system (1.5),(1.6) is called the Neumann gauge formulation and (1.5), (1.7) is called the Dirichletgauge formulation. In this paper, we will concentrate on the Neumann formula-tion, and only give a brief description of the analysis with respect to the Dirichletformulation.The idea of gauge formulation has a long history. For example, Oseledets �rstused an impulse variable to reformulate Euler equations as in a Hamiltonian sys-tem in [15]; Buttke �rst used an impulse variable as a computational method in[4]; Maddocks and Pego used an impulse variable to formulate an unconstrainedHamiltonian for the Euler equation in [13]. In [9], E and Liu found that the velic-ity impulse formulation of Buttke [4] is marginally ill-posed for the inviscid ow,and presented numerical evidence of this instability. In [16], Russo and Smerekastudied the connection between di�erent impulse/gauge formulations, especially thestretching e�ects.We can write the Neumann gauge formulation (1.5) and (1.6) in another form:8>><>>: at + (u � r)u = 1Re4a ; in 
 ;a �n = 0; a � � = �@�@� ; on @
 ;(1.8a) 8>><>>: 4� = �r � a ; in 
 ;@�@n = 0 ; on @
 :(1.8b)With this new formulation at hand, we can easily solve (1.8) by �nite di�erence[6], �nite element [7], or other kinds of numerical techniques such as spectral element



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1387methods [11]. We only consider �nite di�erence here. In this paper, we are mainlyconcerned with the case when the Reynolds number is O(1), which requires us totreat the di�usion term implicitly. For example, if the backward Euler method isused as our time discretization for the momentum equation, we havean+1 � an4t + (un �r)un = 4an+1 ; in 
 :(1.9)For simplicity in this presentation, we have taken Re = 1 in (1.9). It is evident thatthe implementation of (1.9) requires that the boundary conditions for a be deter-mined. To avoid the coupling between the momentum equation and the boundaryconditions, we use explicit boundary conditions for a, which are carried out byvertical extrapolation. For the �rst order scheme, we can just takean+1�n = 0 ; an+1 �� = �@�n@� ; on @
 :(1.10)Next we update �n+1 at time step tn+1 by8><>: 4�n+1 = �r�an+1 ; in 
 ;@�n+1@n = 0 ; on @
 ;(1.11)and the velocity un+1 is determined by the incompressiblityun+1 = an+1 +r�n+1 :(1.12)We emphasize that the momentum equation (1.9) is decoupled from the kinematicequation (1.11), due to the fact that the boundary conditions for a in (1.10) are ex-plicit. The resulting scheme is very e�cient, and the computational cost is reducedto solving a standard heat and Poisson equation. As reported in [6], full accuracywas obtained with this explicit boundary condition.1.1. Stability of the explicit boundary condition. One of the main concernsin computations is the stability of the scheme. The main observation of this pa-per is that the explicit boundary conditions (1.10) are unconditionally stable forStokes equations, where nonlinear terms are neglected. Using the method men-tioned above, we can write our scheme as8>><>>: an+1 � an4t = 4an+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = 0 ; an+1 �� = �@�n@� ; on @
;(1.13)then we obtain �n+1 via (1.11), and �nally, the velocity is given by (1.12).For the convenience of our analysis below, we introduce ûn = an+1+r�n. Thesystem (1.13), (1.11), (1.12) can be reformulated as8><>: ûn � un4t +4r�n = 4ûn ; in 
 ;ûn = 0 ; on @
 ;(1.14a)



1388 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIU8>>><>>>: un+1 � ûn +r(�n � �n+1) = 0 ; in 
 ;r�un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@(�n � �n+1)@n = n � un+1 = 0 ; on @
 :(1.14b)This formulation is similar to the pressure increment formulation of the secondorder projection method in [3], [21]. So we can apply techniques similar to thoseused in [8] to analyze the stability of the system (1.14).The basic technique used here is just a standard energy estimate. As can beseen, if we take the inner product of the equation in (1.14a) with 2ûn, and use theboundary conditions for ûn in (1.14a), we havekûnk 2 � kunk 2 + kûn � unk 2 + 24t krûnk 2 = �24t Z
 ûn �r4�n dx= 24tZ
(r�ûn)��n dx � I ;(1.15)Taking the divergence of the �rst equation in (1.14b), we getr�ûn = 4(�n � �n+1) :(1.16)Plugging back into the last term in the right hand side of (1.15), we haveI = �24t Z
�(�n+1 � �n)4�n dx= �4t(k��n+1k 2 � k��nk 2) +4tk�(�n+1 � �n)k 2= �4t(k��n+1k 2 � k��nk 2) +4tkr�ûnk 2 ;(1.17)where in the last step we used (1.16) again. We note that kr�ûnk can be controlledby the di�usion term krûnk. The combination of (1.15) and (1.17) results inkûnk 2 � kunk 2 + kûn � unk 2 +4tkrûnk2 +4t(k4�n+1k 2 � k4�nk 2) � 0 :(1.18)Next, we need an energy estimate of the �rst equation in (1.14b). As can be seen,the incompressibility of un+1, together with the boundary condition un+1 �n = 0on @
 for the normal component of un+1, can guarantee that un+1 is orthogonalto the gradient of �n � �n+1, i.e.Z
 un+1 �r(�n � �n+1) dx = 0 :(1.19)If we take the inner product of the �rst equation in (1.14b) with 2un+1, we havekun+1k 2 � kûnk 2 + kun+1 � ûnk 2 = 0 :(1.20)Finally, the combination of (1.18) and (1.20) results inkun+1k 2 � kunk 2 +4tkrûnk 2 +4t(k4�n+1k 2 � k4�nk 2) � 0 :(1.21)Then the proof is completed, to wit, the gauge method with explicit boundaryconditions (1.10) is unconditionally stable for Stokes equations. The analysis inthis paper follows the philosophy used above.



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1389Remark 1.1. The above arguments can also be applied in regard to the gaugemethod using the Dirichlet formulation. The only di�erence is that the bound-ary condition for the gauge variable analogous to (1.14b) will be �n � �n+1 =� �un+1 = 0. Since un+1 is divergence-free, (1.19) is still valid, which in turn yields(1.20). Equations (1.15)-(1.18) are the same. Finally, (1.21) still holds. In otherwords, the gauge method with explicit boundary conditions (1.10), in either theNeumann or Dirichlet formulation, is unconditionally stable for Stokes equations.1.2. Connection between projection method and gauge method. Thegauge method shares many similarities with the projection method [6]. The pro-jection method has been thoroughly analyzed in [17, 18, 8, 22]. We will adoptanalyses and techniques similar to those used in [8]. One of the main di�erencesbetween the gauge method and the projection method is that the gauge methodis a direct discretization of the partial di�erential equations (1.5), while the pro-jection method is a fractional splitting of the Navier-Stokes equations with somearti�cial numerical boundary conditions. Consequently, the projection method re-sults in a singular perturbation of the original PDE and numerical boundary layers[14, 8]. This subtle fact is reected in our analysis of the numerical method bythe fact that the consistency analysis of the gauge method is much easier thanthat of the projection method, with regular expansions of the numerical scheme,and no numerical boundary layers are included. Another advantage of the gaugemethod is that it overcomes some di�culties in the numerical computations of theincompressible ow, such as the approximate projection in the projection methods[1] and the pressure boundary conditions [10]. Extension of the gauge method tothe 3D case is also straightforward. Although we concentrate on the 2D case herefor simplicity, any convergence analysis in this paper can easily be extended to the3D gauge method.This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes time and space discretiza-tions using gauge formulation, Section 3 provides error analysis and estimates forthe spatially continuous Stokes equations, Section 4 proves the convergence theo-rem for the full NSE in the spatially discrete case, and Section 5 comments on theDirichlet formulation.2. Time and space discretizationsWe will use the backward Euler method as our �rst order time discretization,the Crank-Nicolson method as our second order time discretization, and MAC gridsas our spatial discretization. Since our analysis is close to that of the projectionmethod, we adopt notation similar to that in [8].2.1. Time discretization.Backward Euler. The backward Euler time discretization of (1.8) with explicitboundary conditions for a can be written as8>><>>: an+1 � an4t + (un �r)un = 4an+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = 0 ; an+1 �� = �@�n@� ; on @
 ;(2.1)



1390 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUand 8><>: 4�n+1 = �r�an+1 ; in 
 ;@�n+1@n = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.2)and the velocity is given by un+1 = an+1 +r�n+1 :(2.3)Crank-Nicolson. We can also discretize (1.8) using second order Crank-Nicolsonmethod, with explicit boundary conditions for a,8>><>>: an+1 � an4t + (un+ 12 �r)un+ 12 = 412(an + an+1) ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = 0 ; an+1 �� = �(2@�n@� � @�n�1@� ) ; on @
 ;(2.4)where the term (un+ 12 �r)un+ 12 is de�ned as 32 (un �r)un � 12 (un�1 �r)un�1. Onthe boundary, a is determined by the second order one-sided extrapolation of � inthe previous time steps. �n+1 at time tn+1 is still determined by a via (2.2), andthe velocity can be calculated by (2.3).Remark 2.1. As can be seen, if the implicit boundary condition for the auxiliary�eld a in the momentumequation is adopted|for example, if the implicit boundaryconditions for a is imposed when we solve a by backward Euler time-discretization8>><>>: an+1 � an4t + (un �r)un = 4an+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = 0 ; an+1 �� = �@�n+1@� ; on @
 ;(2.5)coupled with the kinematic equation8><>: 4�n+1 = �r�an+1 ; in 
 ;@�n+1@n = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.6) un+1 = an+1 +r�n+1(2.7)|then by (2.3), the relation among the velocity u, the auxiliary �eld a and thegauge variable �, (2.5)-(2.7) can be rewritten as8>>>><>>>>: un+1 � un4t + (un�r)un +r~pn+1 = 4un+1 ; in 
 ;r�un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;un+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.8)where ~pn+1 = ��n+1 � �n4t +4�n+1 ;(2.9)which becomes the standard backward Euler discretization of the Navier-Stokesequations. The convergence of this scheme is straightforward. However, to im-plement the implicit boundary conditions in (2.5), one has to iterate the system



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1391between (2.5) and (2.6), which is very costly. Extensive computational evidenceshows that this iteration is not necessary, and accuracy is still maintained with theexplicit boundary conditions for a in (2.1). Our analysis will give a theoreticalinsight into this.Dirichlet formulation. If we prescribe the Dirichlet boundary condition (1.7) of �,the corresponding �rst order scheme analogous to (2.1)-(2.3) becomes8>><>>: an+1 � an4t + (un �r)un = 4an+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = �@�n@n ; an+1 �� = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.10) ( 4�n+1 = �r�an+1 ; in 
 ;�n+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.11) un+1 = an+1 +r�n+1 :(2.12)It is only necessary to solve three Poisson-like equations with Dirichlet boundaryconditions. This gives some advantage in the iterative methods for the linear systemgenerated by the �nite element method [7]. Similarly, the corresponding secondorder method using the Crank-Nicolson time discretization becomes8>><>>: an+1 � an4t + (un+ 12 �r)un+ 12 = 412(an+1 + an) ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = �2@�n@n + @�n�1@n ; an+1 �� = 0 ; on @
 ;(2.13)along with (2.11), which gives us �n+1 at the time step tn+1, and (2.12), whichupdates the velocity un+1.
Figure 1. MAC mesh, Harlow, Welch, 1965



1392 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUWe will show later that this Dirichlet gauge method with explicit boundaryconditions is still stable. Yet, because of the lack of the normal compatibility onthe boundary, there are some problems in the expansions of the numerical scheme.We can only get a p4t order error estimate. However, it is hoped that this is onlya theoretical di�culty, which will not inuence practical computations.2.2. Space discretization. We will concentrate on the situation when 
 =[�1; 1] � [0; 2�] with periodic boundary conditions in the y direction and no-slipboundary conditions in the x direction:u(x; 0; t) = u(x; 2�; t); u(�1; y; t) = u(1; y; t) = 0:@0
 is used to denote the part of the boundary at x = �1. It is assumed that4x = 4y = h. The analysis of the spatial discretization with standard grids isquite di�cult. Some analysis of the projection method with standard grids wascarried out by Wetton in [15]. In this paper, we only consider the MAC staggeredgrids for spatial discretization. An illustration of the MAC mesh near the boundaryis given in Figure 1. Here the gauge variable � (also the pressure p) is evaluatedat the dot points (i; j), the gauge variable a (also the u velocity) is evaluated atthe right arrow points (i� 1=2; j), and the gauge variable b (also the v velocity) isevaluated at the upper arrow points (i; j � 1=2). The discrete divergence of a (alsou and û) is computed at the dot points:(rh �a)i;j = ai+1=2;j � ai�1=2;jh + bi;j+1=2 � bi;j�1=2h :Other di�erential operators are de�ned as follows (for brevity, we just write out thede�nition of these operators on a, �, where the same de�nition can be applied tou, û and p): (4ha)i+1=2;j = ai+3=2;j � 2ai+1=2;j + ai�1=2;jh 2+ ai+1=2;j+1 � 2ai+1=2;j + ai+1=2;j�1h 2 ;(4hb)i;j+1=2 = bi+1;j+1=2 � 2bi;j+1=2+ bi�1;j+1=2h 2+ bi;j+3=2 � 2bi;j+1=2 + bi;j�1=2h 2 ;(Dx�)i+1=2;j = �i+1;j � �i;jh ; (Dy�)i;j+1=2 = �i;j+1 � �i;jh ;�ai;j+1=2 = 14(ai+1=2;j + ai�1=2;j + ai+1=2;j+1 + ai�1=2;j+1) ;�bi+1=2;j = 14(bi+1;j+1=2 + bi+1;j�1=2+ bi;j+1=2 + bi;j�1=2) ;Nh(u; a)i+1=2;j = ui+1=2;j ai+3=2;j � ai�1=2;j2h + �vi+1=2;j ai+1=2;j+1� ai+1=2;j�12h ;



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1393Nh(u; b)i;j+1=2 = �ui;j+1=2bi+1;j+1=2 � bi�1;j+1=22h + vi;j+1=2 bi;j+3=2 � bi;j�1=22h :Clearly the truncation errors of these approximations are of second order. The �rstmomentum equation (for a) is implemented at right arrow points, the second mo-mentum equation is implemented at upper arrow points, and the (discrete) Poissonequation for � is implemented at dot points.The boundary condition u = 0 is imposed at the vertical physical boundary�y, whereas v = 0 is imposed by v0;j+1=2 + v1;j�1=2 = 0. Similarly, the boundarycondition v = 0 is imposed at the horizontal physical boundary �y, where u = 0is imposed by ui+1=2;0 + ui�1=2;1 = 0. Consequently, the boundary condition a =0; b = �@y� at the left vertical boundary is implemented bya = 0 ; b1;j+1=2 + b0;j+1=2 = ��1;j+1 � �1;jh � �0;j+1 � �0;jh :(2.14)Similar boundary conditions for a are imposed at the other three boundaries.One of the main advantage of the MAC grids is that the spatial discretizationof (2.2) and (2.3),4h�n+1 = �rh �an+1 ; un+1 = an+1 +rh�n+1 ;gives an exact projectionan+1 = un+1 �rh�n+1 ; rh �un+1 = 0 ;and the Neumann boundary condition@�n+1@n = 0 ; on @
 ;gives the boundary condition for the normal component of u,n�un+1 = 0 ; on @0
 :Therefore we can rewrite the full discrete scheme analogous to (2.1)-(2.3) in thefollowing form, which will be used in the convergence and error analysis:8><>: an+1 � an4t +Nh(un;un) = �han+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 = �rh�n ; on @0
 ;(2.15a) 8>>><>>>: un+1 = an+1 +rh�n+1 ; in 
 ;rh �un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;n�un+1 = 0 ; on @0
 :(2.15b) 3. Spatially continuous case for stokes equationsWe have already shown the unconditional stability of the gauge method withexplicit boundary conditions in the introduction. Now our convergence theorem forStokes equations is stated.



1394 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUTheorem 3.1. Let (u; �) be a smooth solution of Stokes equations with smoothinitial data u0(x) and let (u4t; �4t) be the numerical solution of the semi-discretegauge method with explicit boundary conditions (1:10)-(1:13). Thenku � u4tkL1(0;T ;L2) � C4t :(3.1)The convergence proof follows the standard strategy of consistency and stabilityestimates. We have already proven the stability of the scheme in the introduction.In the consistency part, we �rst make a transformation of the numerical scheme.Instead of directly comparing the numerical solutions with the exact solutions, wecompare them with the ones constructed from the exact �eld, �. The constructed�elds satisfy the boundary conditions in the numerical scheme exactly. The ad-vantage of this approach is that no error term appears in the boundary conditions.This simpli�es the energy estimates used in the stability part of the proof.For simplicity, we just do �rst order expansions in the spatially continuous case.In the fully discrete case, second order expansions are required to establish the apriori estimates needed in the convergence proof.3.1. Truncation error and consistency analysis of the numerical solutions.We follow the strategy of Strang [19] in constructing a high order expansion fromthe exact solutions to satisfy the numerical scheme up to high order. This willenable us to give a sharper a priori estimate.By introducing the new variable ûn = an+1 + r�n, we obtained (1.14), anequivalent reformulation of the scheme (1.13), (1.11), (1.12).Let ue(x; t) and pe(x; t) be the exact solutions of the Stokes equations, i.e.8>><>>: @tue +rpe =4ue ; in 
 ;r�ue = 0 ; in 
 ;ue = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.2)and let �e(x; t) be a solution of the following heat equation with Neumann boundarycondition: 8><>:@t�e = 4�e � pe ; in 
 ;@�e@n = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.3)where the initial data �e(x; 0) is chosen from the following Poisson equation:8><>: 4�e(x; 0) = pe(x; 0) + C1 ; in 
 ;@�e(x; 0)@n = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.4)where C1 is a constant such that C1 = � R
 pe(x; 0) dx, to maintain the consistencythat follows from the Neumann boundary condition. Obviously, if we introduceae = ue �r�e, then (ae; �e) is an exact solution of the Stokes equations in gaugeformulation.



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1395Next, we let u1 be a solution of the Stokes equations with the prescribed bound-ary conditions and initial data8>>>><>>>>: @tu1 +rp1 = 4u1 ; in 
 ;r�u1 = 0 ; in 
 ;u1 = @tr�e ; on @
 ;u1(x; 0) = 0 :(3.5)By the construction of �e(x; 0), we have@t�e(x; 0) = 4�e(x; 0)� pe(x; 0) = C1 ; on @
 ;(3.6)which implies that @tr�e(x; 0) = 0 on the boundary, so we can choose u1(x; 0) = 0as in (3.5).Consequently, we let û1 = u1 + @tae ;(3.7)and construct approximate pro�lesU� = ue +4tû1 ; U = ue +4tu1 ; � = �e :(3.8)Lemma 3.1. We have8><>: U�n � Un4t +4r�n = 4U�n +4tfn ; in 
 ;U�n = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.9a) 8>>><>>>: Un+1 � U�n +r(�n � �n+1) = 4t 2gn ; in 
 ;r�Un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@(�n ��n+1)@n = n�Un+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.9b) U0 = u0 ; in 
 ;(3.9c)where fn and gn are bounded functions.Proof. Substituting (3.8) into (3.9a), by direct calculations we obtainU�n � Un4t +4r�n �4U�n = û1 � u1 +4r�e �4ue �4t4û1= (@tae �4ae) �4t4û1= �4t4û1 = O(4t) ; in 
 :(3.10)In the last step we used the fact that (ue;ae) is the exact solution of the Stokesequations in gauge formulation, i.e.@tae �4ae = 0 ; in 
 :(3.11)By the construction of û1 and the boundary condition for u1, we haveûn1 = un1 + @tane = @tune = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.12)which shows that U�n = 0 ; on @
 :(3.13)



1396 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUFor the equation in (3.9b), by direct calculations and Taylor expansions of Uand � w.r.t. time t, we haveUn+1 � U�n +r(�n ��n+1)= une +4t@tune +4tun1 + O(4t2)� une �4tûn1 �4t@tr�ne +O(4t 2)= 4t@tane +4t(un1 � ûn1 ) +O(4t 2)= O(4t2) ; in 
 :(3.14)Since both ue and u1 are divergence free, we obtainr�Un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;(3.15)and by the construction of our U and �, we have@�n+1@n = n�Un+1 = 0 ; on @
 :(3.16)Then we complete the consistency analysis of the �rst order gauge method withexplicit boundary conditions. Lemma 3.1 is proven.3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. We de�ne the error functionsen = Un � un ; ên = U�n � ûn ; qn = �n � �n :(3.17)In Section 1, by making a transformation, we got (1.14), which is an equivalentformulation of (1.13), (1.11), (1.12). Subtracting (3.9) from (1.14), we get theequations for the error functions:8><>: ên � en4t = 4ên �r�qn +4tfn ; in 
 ;ên = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.18a) 8>>><>>>: en+1 � ên +r �qn � qn+1� = 4t 2gn ; in 
 ;r�en+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@(qn � qn+1)@n = en+1�n = 0 ; on @
 ;(3.18b) e0 = 0 ; in 
 :(3.18c)It can be seen that the system (3.18) is very similar to (1.14), except for the localtruncation error terms 4tfn, 4t2gn. So most of the energy estimate techniqueswe used in Section 1 can be carried out here similarly. The estimates correspondingto the local error terms can be given by the Cauchy inequality. We will omit someof the details in the following analysis.Taking the inner product of (3.18a) with 2ên and using the fact that ên vanisheson the boundary, we havekênk 2 � kenk 2 + kên � enk 2 + 24t krênk 2� 4t3 kfnk 2 +4t kênk 2 � 24t Z
 ên �r�qn dx :(3.19)



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1397Taking the inner product of the �rst equation in (3.18b) with 2en+1 and usinga similar argument as in Section 1, i.e., that en+1 is orthogonal to the gradient ofqn � qn+1, we arrive atken+1k 2 � kênk 2 + ken+1 � ênk 2 � 4tken+1k 2 +4t3kgnk 2 :(3.20)Combining (3.19) and (3.20), we getken+1k 2 � kenk 2 + kên � enk 2 + ken+1 � ênk 2 + 24tkrênk 2� C4t (kenk 2 + ken+1k 2) +4t3(kfnk 2 + kgnk 2)�24t R
 ên �r�qn dx :(3.21)Similarly to the analysis in (1.17), the estimate of the last term in (3.21) isdetermined by integration by parts and then using the �rst equation in (3.18b):I � �24t Z
 ên�r�qn dx= 24t Z
(r�ên)�qn dx= �24t Z
�(qn+1 � qn)�qn dx� 24t3 Z
(r�gn)4qn dx= �4t(k�qn+1k 2 � k�qnk 2) +4tk�(qn+1 � qn)k 2� 24t3 Z
(r�gn)4qn dx= �4t(k�qn+1k 2 � k�qnk 2) +4tkr�ênk 2 +4t5kgnk 2+ 24t3 Z
(r�ên)(r�gn) dx � 24t3 Z
(r�gn)4qn dx ;(3.22)By (3.22), I � �4t(k�qn+1k 2 � k�qnk 2) +4tkrênk 2 +4t 2k4qnk 2+24t4kr�gnk 2 +4t2krênk 2 +4t5kgnk 2 :(3.23)Going back to (3.21), we obtainken+1k 2 � kenk 2 +4tkrênk2 +4t(k4qn+1k 2 � k4qnk 2)� C4t (kenk 2 + ken+1k 2) +4t2k4qnk 2+ C4t3(kfnk 2 + kgnk 2 +4tkgnk 2H1) :(3.24)Applying the discrete Grownwall lemma to the last inequality, we arrive atkenk+4t1=2 krênk+4t1=2 k4qnk � C4t ;(3.25)which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.4. Spatially discrete case for the full Navier-Stokes equationsTheorem 4.1. Let (u; �) be a smooth solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (1:1)with smooth initial data u0(x), and let (uh; �h) be the numerical solution of thegauge method (2:15) coupled with the MAC spatial discretizations. Assume the CFLconstraint 4t � Ch for some suitable constant C which we will specify in detaillater. Then we have ku � uhkL1 � C(4t+ h 2) :(4.1)



1398 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUSome notation. For a = (a; b); c = (c; d);u = (u; v), we de�ne the followingdiscrete inner products on the MAC grids:ha; ci = h2 N�1Xi=1 NXj=1 ai+1=2;jci+1=2;j + h2 NXi=1 NXj=1 bi;j+1=2di;j+1=2 ;hu;rh�i = hN�1Xi=1 NXj=1ui+1=2;j(�i+1;j � �i;j) + h NXi=1 NXj=1 vi;j+1=2(�i;j+1 � �i;j) ;hrh �u; �i = hN�1Xi=1 NXj=1(ui+1=2;j � ui�1=2;j)�i;j + h NXi=1 NXj=1(vi;j+1=2 � vi;j�1=2)�i;j ;(4.2)
and discrete norms kuk = hu;ui1=2 ; kuk1 = maxi;j jui;jj :(4.3)Next we state some preliminary lemmas excerpted from [8] which are needed inthe proof of the theorem.Lemma 4.1. We have the following:(i) Inverse inequality: kfk1 � Ch kfk :(4.4)(ii) Poincar�e inequality: If f jx=�1= 0, thenkfk � Ckrhfk :(4.5)(iii) If n�u jx=�1= 0, then hu;rh�i = �hrh �u; �i :(4.6)(iv) If u jx=�1= 0, then2hu;�hui � �krhuk 2 � krh �uk 2 :(4.7)(v) If a jx=�1= 0 and c�n jx=�1= 0, thenjha;Nh(u; c)ij � CkckkrhakkukW1;1 :(4.8)Lemma 4.2. Let (u; p) be a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with smoothinitial data u0(x). Let (u0; p0) be a solution of the following system:8>>>><>>>>: @tu0 +rhp0 +Nh(u0;u0) = �hu0 ; in 
 ;rh �u0 = 0 ; in 
 ;u0 = 0 ; at x = �1 ;u0(�; 0) = u0(�) ; in 
 :(4.9)Then (u0; �0) is smooth in the sense that its discrete derivatives are bounded. More-over, ku� u0kL1 + kp� p0kL1 � Ch 2 :(4.10)



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1399Remark 4.1. Let �0 be the solution of the following discrete heat equation:8>>><>>>: @t�0 ��h�0 + p0 = 0 ; in 
 ;@�0@x = 0 ; at x = �1 ;�0(�; 0) = �0(�) ; in 
 ;(4.11)and de�ne a0 = u0 �rh�0 :(4.12)Then the solution (u0; �0) of the decoupled system (4.9), (4.11) is smooth in thesense that its discrete derivatives are bounded andku� u0kL1 + k�� �0kL1 � Ch 2 ;(4.13)where (u; �) is the solution of Navier-Stokes equations in the gauge formulationwith initial data u0.Lemma 4.3. Let (u; p) be a solution of the linear system of ODE8>>>><>>>>: @tu+rhp+Nh(u0;u) +Nh(u;u0) = �hu + f ; in 
 ;rh �u = 0 ; in 
 ;u = g ; at x = �1 ;u(�; 0) = u0(�) ; in 
 ;(4.14)where f , g, and u0 are smooth and satisfy some compatibility conditions. Then(u; p) is smooth in the sense that its divided di�erences of various orders arebounded.Remark 4.2. Once again, let � be the solution of the discrete heat equation8<: @t���h�+ p = 0 ; in 
 ;@�@n = 0 ; on @0
 :(4.15)Then the solution (u; �) of the decoupled system (4.14), (4.15) is also smooth inthe sense that its divided di�erences of various orders are bounded.4.1. Consistency analysis of spatial discretization with MAC grid. Aspointed out in Section 2, the numerical scheme can be written in the form (2.15)for the convenience of our analysis. Similarly to the spatially continuous case, if weintroduce ûn = an+1 +rh�n, (2.15) is equivalent to8><>: ûn � un4t +Nh(un;un) +4hrh�n = 4hûn ; in 
 ;ûn = 0 ; at x = �1 ;(4.16a) 8>>><>>>: un+1 � ûn +rh(�n � �n+1) = 0 ; in 
 ;rh �un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@(�n+1 � �n)@n = n�un+1 = 0 ; at x = �1 :(4.16b)We note that (4.16) is almost a discrete version of (1.14), except for the appearanceof Nh(un;un), a nonlinear term.



1400 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIULet u0(x; t), �0(x; t) be solutions of the decoupled system (4.10), (4.12), whichare guaranteed by Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.1 to be smooth in the sense that thedivided di�erences of various orders are bounded.Next, we de�ne u1(x; t) as the solution of the following system8>>>>><>>>>>: @tu1 +rhp1 +Nh(u0;u1) +Nh(u1;u0)= �hu1 + @t�ha0 � 12@ 2t a0 ; in 
 ;rh �u1 = 0 ; in 
 ;u1 jx=�1= @trh�0 jx=�1 ;(4.17a)with suitable initial data for u1, and let �1(x; t) be the solution of the followingdiscrete heat equation:8<: @t�1 ��h�1 + p1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@�1@n = 0 ; on @0
 ;(4.17b)with suitable initial data for �1. We know from Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.2 that(4.17) has a smooth solution.Let u2(x; t) be the solution of the (spatially) discrete Stokes equations with theprescribed boundary condition and some suitable initial data8>>><>>>: @tu2 +rhp2 =4hu2 ; in 
 ;rh �u2 = 0 ; in 
 ;u2 jx=�1= (12@ 2t rh�0 � @tu1 + @trh�1) jx=�1 :(4.18)Subsequently, we let û1 = u1 + @ta0 ;(4.19)and û2 = u2 + 12@ 2t a0 + @tu1 � @trh�1 :(4.20)Now we construct 8>><>>: U�n = u0 +4tû1 +4t 2û2 ;Un = u0 +4tu1 +4t 2u2 ;�n = �0 +4t�1 ;(4.21)and substitute them into (4.16). Similar to the computations and arguments in thespatially continuous case and doing Taylor expansions of uh and rh� w.r.t. timet, we obtain8><>: U�n � Un4t +Nh(Un; Un) + �hrh�n = �hU�n +4t2fn ; in 
 ;U�n = 0 ; at x = �1 ;(4.22a)



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 14018>>><>>>: Un+1 � U�n +rh(�n ��n+1) =4t3gn ; in 
 ;rh �Un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@�n+1@n = n�Un+1 = 0 ; at x = �1 ;(4.22b)where fn and gn are bounded and smooth if (u0; �0) is su�ciently smooth. Itcan be seen that the only di�erence between (4.22) and (4.16) is the higher ordertruncation error terms 4t2fn, 4t3gn.It is obvious that max0�tn�T kUn(�)kW1;1 � C� :(4.23)Under the compatibility condition@trh�0(x; 0) = 0 ; on @0
 ;(4.24)we can choose u1(x; 0) = 0 :(4.25)Then we have a second order approximate initial dataU0(x) = u0(x; 0) +4t2w0(x) ;(4.26)where w0 is a bounded function.4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume a priori thatmax0�tn�T kunkW1;1 � ~C :(4.27)In the following estimate, the constant will sometimes depend on C� and ~C. Wede�ne en = Un � un ; ên = U�n � ûn ; qn = �n � �n :(4.28)The following system of error equations is obtained by subtracting (4.22) from(4.16)8><>: ên � en4t +Nh(en; Un) +Nh(un; en) +rh4hqn = �hên +4t 2fn ; in 
 ;ên = 0 ; at x = �1 ;(4.29a) 8>>><>>>: en+1 � ên +rh(qn � qn+1) = 4t3gn ; in 
 ;rh �en+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;@qn+1@n = n�en=1 = 0 ; at x = �1 ;(4.29b) e0 = 4t2 w0 ; in 
 :(4.29c)The system (4.29) is similar to the system of the error equations for the spatiallycontinuous Stokes equations (3.18). At �rst glance, (4.29) is almost a discreteversion of (3.18). Then most of the techniques used in Section 3 can be appliedhere. But there are also some di�erences: the appearance of nonlinear error termsNh(en; Un) and Nh(un; en), and the local truncation error terms appearing in(4.29) are of higher order than those of (3.18). We make higher order expansions in



1402 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUthe spatially discrete case so that we can establish the W 1;1 estimate for numericalun. This estimate is needed for nonlinear error terms so that part (v) of Lemma 4.1can be applied. Using higher order expansions as we did in the consistency analysispart, the only thing we need to do is to apply the a priori estimate (4.27).Taking the inner product of the equation in (4.29a) with 2ên, we obtainkênk 2 � kenk 2 + kên � enk 2 � 24t hên;�hêni� 4t5kfnk 2 +4t kênk 2 � 24t hên;Nh(en; Un)i�24t hên;Nh(un; en)i � 24t hên;rh�hqni :(4.30)By Lemma 4.1, parts (iv) and (v), and the a priori estimate (4.27), we getkênk 2 � kenk 2 + kên � enk 2 +4tkrhênk 2 +4tkrh �ênk 2� 4t5kfnk 2 +C4t(kênk 2 + kenk 2)+ 124t krhênk 2 � 24t hên;rh�hqni :(4.31)Once again, as can be seen, to use Lemma 4.1(v), we must have an a priori estimate(4.27). This requires us to do second order expansions in the spatially discrete case.By the triangle inequality for the discrete L2 norm,kênk � kên � enk+ kenk ;(4.32)we have kênk 2 � kenk 2 + 78kên � enk 2 +4t krhênk 2 +4t krh �ênk 2� 4t5kfnk 2 + C4tkenk 2 + 124t krhênk 2 � 24t hên;rh�hqni :(4.33)Taking the inner product of the �rst equation in (4.29b) with 2en+1 and applyingLemma 4.1(iii) yieldsken+1k 2 � kênk 2 + ken+1 � ênk 2 � 4t ken+1k 2 +4t 5kgnk 2 :(4.34)Combining (4.33) and (4.34), we getken+1k 2 � kenk 2 + 78kên � enk 2 + ken+1 � ênk 2+124tkrhênk 2 +4tkrh �ênk 2� 4t5(kfnk 2 + kgnk 2) +C4t(kenk 2 + ken+1k 2) � 24t hên;rh�hqni :(4.35)Estimating the last term in (4.35) is similar to (3.22):I � �24thên;rh�hqni= 24thrh �ên;�hqni= �24th�h(qn+1 � qn);�hqni � 24t4hrh �gn;�hqni= �4t(k�hqn+1k 2 � k�hqnk 2) +4tk�h(qn+1 � qn)k 2� 24t4hrh �gn;�hqni= �4t(k�hqn+1k 2 � k�hqnk 2) +4tkrh �ênk 2 +4t7kgnk 2+ 24t4hrh �ên;rh �gni � 24t4hrh �gn;�hqni :(4.36)



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1403Then (4.36) gives usI � �4t(k�hqn+1k 2 � k�hqnk 2) +4tkrh �ênk 2 +4t2k�hqnk 2+ 24t6krh �gnk 2 +4t2krh �ênk 2 +4t7kgnk 2 :(4.37)Going back to (4.35), we obtainken+1k 2 � kenk 2 + 12krhênk 2 +4t(k�hqn+1k 2 � k�hqnk 2)� C4t(kenk 2 + ken+1k 2) +4t2k�hqnk 2+C4t5(kfnk 2 + kgnk 2 +4tkgnk 2H1) :(4.38)Grownwall's Lemma giveskenk+4tkrhênk+4t1=2k�hqnk � C14t 2 :(4.39)By the inverse inequality (4.4) we havekenkL1 + hkenkW1;1 +4t1=2k�hqnkL1 � C14t 2h :(4.40)Under the CFL constraint 4t �r 1C14x ;(4.41)where C1 only depends on the exact solution (u0; �0) and the a priori constant ~Cfor the estimate of kunkW1;1 in (4.27), we haveken+1kL1 �pC14t ; ken+1kW1;1 � 1 :(4.42)Therefore in (4.27) we can choose~C = 1 + maxn�[ T4t ]kUn(�)kW1;1(4.43)so that ~C depends only on the exact solution (u0; �0). This givesku0 � uhkL1 � C4t:(4.44)By Lemma 4.2, we have ku � uhkL1 � C(4t+ h 2) :(4.46)This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.5. Analysis and error estimateof the Dirichlet gauge formulationFinally we look at the gauge method with Dirichlet boundary condition for �. Forsimplicity, we will concentrate on the spatially continuous case for Stokes equations:8>><>>: an+1 � an4t = 4an+1 ; in 
 ;an+1 �n = @�n@n ; an+1 �� = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.1)



1404 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUand ( 4�n+1 = �r�an+1 ; in 
 ;�n+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.2) un+1 = an+1 +r�n+1 :(5.3)Next we state our theorem for the Dirichlet gauge formulation:Theorem 5.1. Let (u; �) be a smooth solution of Stokes equation (2:1) with smoothinitial data u0(x), and let (u4t; �4t) be the numerical solution for the semi-discretegauge method with Dirichlet boundary condition for the gauge variable (5:1){(5:3).Then ku� u4tkL1(0;T ;L2) � Cp4t :(5.4)Proof. The analysis carried out in Section 2 can be applied to this formulationsimilarly. First we make a transformation. If we introduce ûn = an+1 + r�n,(5.1)-(5.3) can also be reformulated as8><>: ûn � un4t +4r�n = 4ûn ; in 
 ;ûn = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.5a) 8>>><>>>: un+1 � ûn +r(�n � �n+1) = 0 ; in 
 ;r�un+1 = 0 ; in 
 ;(�n � �n+1) = 0 ; on @
 :(5.5b)Note that (5.5) is the same as (1.14) except for the boundary condition for �.We will repeat the procedure of Section 2. Let ue(x; t); pe(x; t) be the exactsolution of the Stokes equations8>>><>>>: @tue +rpe =4ue ; in 
 ;r�ue = 0 ; in 
 ;ue = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.6a)and let �e(x; t) be a solution of the following heat equation with Dirichlet boundarycondition: 8<: @t�e = 4�e � pe ; in 
 ;�e = 0 ; on @
 :(5.6b)However, there is some trouble when we try to construct u1 in the expansion ofthe numerical scheme. As can be seen, (3.5) does not necessarily have a solutionin the Dirichlet gauge formulation. Since @tr�0 is not orthogonal to the normalvector at the boundary, this leads to the incompatibility of the boundary conditionfor u1. Yet, to continue our analysis, we can still construct an arbitrary �eld u1such that u1 = @tr�e ; on @
 :(5.7)



CONVERGENCE OF GAUGE METHOD 1405We still adopt the notation in Section 2. Let û1 = u1 + @tae, and constructU� = ue +4tû1 ; U = ue +4tu1 ; � = �e :(5.8)It must be mentioned here that U is not divergence free up to an order O(4t):r�U = 4th ; where h = r�u1 :(5.9)This fact will reduce ap4t factor in our estimate, as we can see later. Using similararguments as in Lemma 3.1, we have the following system analogous to (3.9):8><>: U�n � Un4t +4r�n = 4U�n +4tfn ; in 
 ;U�n = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.10a) 8>>>><>>>>: Un+1 � U�n +r(�n � �n+1) = 4t2gn ; in 
 ;r�Un+1 = 4thn+1 ; in 
 ;�n � �n+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;U0 = u0 +4tw0 ; in 
 ;(5.10b)where fn, gn, hn+1 and w0 are bounded functions.Using the same notation as in (3.17), i.e.en = Un � un ; ên = U�n � ûn ; qn = �n � �n ;(5.11)and subtracting (5.10) from (5.5), we get the system of error equations8><>: ên � en4t = �ên �r�qn +4tfn ; in 
 ;ên = 0 ; on @
 ;(5.12a) 8>>>><>>>>: en+1 � ên +r �qn � qn+1� = 4t 2gn ; in 
 ;r�en+1 =4thn+1 ; in 
 ;qn � qn+1 = 0 ; on @
 ;e0 = 4tw0 ; in 
 :(5.12b)We will continue to do energy estimates as in Section 2. Applying the sameprocedure, taking the inner product of the �rst equation of (5.12a) with 2ên, weget kênk 2 � kenk 2 + kên � enk 2 + 24t krênk 2� 4t3 kfnk 2 +C4t kenk 2 � 24t Z
 ên �r�qn dx :(5.13)Taking the inner product of the equation of (5.12b) with 2en+1 yieldsken+1k 2 � kênk 2 + ken+1 � ênk 2� 4tken+1k 2 +4t3kgnk 2 � 2 Z
 en+1�r(qn � qn+1) dx :(5.14)



1406 CHENG WANG AND JIAN-GUO LIUNext, we estimate the last term of the right hand side, which is caused by the factthat Un is not divergence-free:I1 � �2 Z
 en+1 �r(qn � qn+1) dx = 2 Z
(r�en+1)(qn � qn+1) dx= 24t Z
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